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Third Party Auditor: A Study of Effective
Approaches for Verifying Data Integrity

Sanket Sandesh Shahane, Raj B Kulkarni

Abstract— Technology makes life easy beyond one’s imagination, provided without human intervention. Many storage service providers
are facing the problem of data security that is exacting authentic scheme which guarantees data security and solves the problems, such as
data leakage, corruption, loss etc. Nevertheless, the need persists to monitor different activities that provide data storage services such as
Cloud. The proposed work aims at providing a system called Third Party Auditor (TPA) that detects and reports suspicious activities. TPA
operates with the technique called TAG GENERATION. It provides user the logical proof to monitor the Cloud’s activities without receiving
any actual data from storage server, while doing integrity check, tags are compared frequently. The process of auditing is done with three
different approaches such as simple, batch and random auditing with multi-user and multi-cloud support. Simple auditing verifies a single
file; however, batch entertains various files in a group. Random auditing selects distinct blocks of different files. Thus, proposed system can
unexceptionably provide an option for the users seeking for better data storage and integrity issues.

Index Terms— Cloud Auditing, Cloud Services, Cloud Service Provider, Data Auditor, Data Owner and Third Party Auditor.

—————————— ——————————

1  INTRODUCTION
ccording to a study, IT outsourcing has grown at a huge
rate [1]. The companies seek to trim down costs, which
includes like data storage, security and its maintenance.

This reduced cost helps the companies to target on their core
competencies like upgrading the software and hardware,
training fresh manpower and recruiting skilled ones. Thus to
save the costs, the technology allows an increasing number of
enterprises to outsource their various IT functions or business
processes like storing, modifying, deleting, retrieving, etc., to
Cloud that may give various kinds of services at a far lower
price. Data storing and processing service outsourcing is a
major component as most of IT functions such as Application
development, Integrated services, Network Engineering and
support, System engineering and support, etc.,  evolve around
data processing [2]. Hence, security and integrity of data are
crucial for outsourced data processing services, because such
service providers might not be trustworthy or may not be
strongly administrated. In such unscrupulous times, the sys-
tem should verify intactness of data and assure security from
any intervention. The system of Audit should be efficient and
at the same time light enough, so do not add any overhead on
both storage service provider and the users. The Audit system
must work automatically and free from the control of the Stor-
age service provider and as well as the data owners. Alberto
Trombetta, Wei Jiang, et al. [3] proposed the addition of senti-
nels into the data. Sentinels are check blocks which were add-
ed to the original data. These are added such that for the in-
truder, this data seems to be original but when it is decrypted
provides no information. Thus, it was helpful to secure the
data even it is interpreted by hackers. But, if the intruder gets

the algorithm of the sentinel application, then the data can be
breached easily. Hence, it appeared ineffective in due course
of time. Thus a need for specific system rose to have such pro-
cess which can monitor the cloud without adding any senti-
nels. Hence, demand of more improvised Auditor emerged
which can provide effective integrity assurance for database
services. Due to the absence of such Auditor, have led to many
inevitable situations, for example, recently a big robbery of the
data had occurred in the South Korea of three major banks. It
had shown major drawbacks in the security and storage
mechanism of IT infrastructure. The data which were robbed
contained information like monthly card usage, card numbers,
salaries etc, which had led to a lot of tension among the ac-
count holders. The card holders were running towards the
bank for cancelling the card, so that no money from their ac-
count could be transferred. This episode provided a lesson to
keep the storage servers watertight, protected and detect pro-
hibited action of culprits. In IT industry, large improvements
in authentication system, firewalls and data access has to be
made to avoid such incident in the future. The presented work
checks the integrity of data, so that no part of data could be
modified, deleted and inserted without user permission. This
paper provides users, the freedom of examining the integrity
which observes indifferently toward both Cloud service pro-
viders (CSP) as well Data Owners. Monitoring of data needs
requires profound study of database storage as well as meth-
ods of data transfer and access which is a very complex job.
The methods must be reliable and must be transparent so that
questions will not arise on the way of working of Auditor. The
current methods and approaches are limited to particular
problem, but cannot solve all problems and also incur heavy
costs of storage. The paper provides the user a method that
makes user capability to verify the honesty of cloud. One can
find the illegal acts of storage servers, with automatically gen-
erated report from TPA. Thus, users get an opportunity to
force storage service providers to improve the policy of work-
ing. The conventional storage service provider do not have
issues like integrity and security of data because internal data
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processing was always trustworthy because data was not pro-
vided to untrusted storage under any circumstances. Conse-
quently, the number of cloud users emerged and the trusted
storage servers were compelled to store up at untrusted serv-
ers, as some time and huge investment required for scaling
storage servers. Data Storage has a huge volume of data which
makes system inadequate and complex to monitor the integri-
ty and security of storage. The goal of this paper is to provide
a straightforward, however elegant and economical protocol,
so no overhead occurs while monitoring the integrity of out-
sourced database services by providing integrity assurance
which is a new and challenging task. Current approaches for
this  problem  require  either  change  to  be  made  in  blocks  of
data stored in cloud, or a significant subset of the data blocks
to be stored locally at the client site to check with actual data
stored in the cloud. These present approaches are expensive,
tough to put into practice and hazardous, especially when
storage is not reliable and data is vast. Here, assuming that the
data and communication are encrypted. The database system
at the service provider supports request processing over en-
crypted data, and the problem of data privacy has been taken
into consideration [4, 5]. In addition to data privacy, an im-
portant security concern in the database outsourcing para-
digm is integrity [6, 7, 8, 9]. When a Data Owner (DO) receives
a result of the service provider, user wants to be assured that
the result is both correct and complete, where correct means
that the result must originate in the owner’s data and was not
tampered and complete means that the result includes all rec-
ords satisfying the query. Particularly, in mobile computing a
severe challenge is triggered by a rising trend– in which more
and more clients are accessing database services from such
devices as PDAs and cell phones, which have limited storage
capacity and processing power. There is also a possibility that
data can be interpreted during uploading for that purpose
dynamic audit operations are provided. Occasionally users
did not observe their uploaded data for years that may be
completely or partially deleted for saving space and mainte-
nance cost, the user came to know only when it tries to re-
trieve it. The goal of the paper is to provide such an automatic
mechanism which is impartial to both and follow the simple
and  efficient  methods  that  are  fast  and  error-free  which  pro-
vide notifications to users when Data Storage System behaves
illicitly. To make the Audit system more effective the various
obstacles and opportunities like Data lock-in, Data transfer
bottlenecks, etc., in the Cloud are considered [10].

The rest of the paper structured as follows: In, Section II
explains research background and related work. Section III
addresses audit techniques and system architecture with actu-
al implementation. In, Section IV the experimental results
were discussed along with limitations and future work in Sec-
tion V and finally conclude in Section VI.

2  LITERATURE REVIEW
This  section  explains  the  various  systems  which  were  pro-
posed by other researchers with pros and cons. The Y. Zhu, H.
Wang, Z. Hu, et al. [11], proposed a scheme which checks the
integrity of data by traditional cryptography method. In this,

the data is stored at the cloud and second copy is maintained
at user side to check the integrity of data. But this results in
waste of space and increased expense of transmission between
user and data storage. Thus, it is effective but incredibly costly
to retain data at both sides. Alina Oprea, Michael K. Reiter, Ke
Yang [12]  provided a solution to find integrity of  data by us-
ing block identity number and random block number which
are insufficient to check the integrity of data. Sanket Sandesh
Shahane and Raj B. Kulkarni [13] explained the cloud charac-
teristics, services provided by cloud, properties of data integri-
ty, necessity with benefits of cloud and necessity with applica-
tions of Auditing. The paper explained about the three pro-
cesses like Tag generation, Sampling auditing and Dynamic
Auditing which supports third party auditing. H.C Hsiao, Y.H
Lin, et al. [14] projected a study of user-friendly hash that de-
scribes some schemes which are quickest and most accurate.
In this study, Chinese, Korean and Japanese characters are
compared with each other for using them as hash values. It
had described the strength and weakness of each scheme.
Wang Qian, Cong Wang, Kui Ren, Wenjing Lou and Jin Li [15]
explained that Data Storage System would attempt to hide the
errors like data lost during relocation, power failure, etc. from
the clients for the betterment and maintaining reputation of
their own. The service provider might neglect to keep or de-
liberately delete hardly ever or never accessed data files which
belong to an ordinary client for saving maintenance cost and
storage space. For blocks, the usage of tag authentication
Merkle Hash tree construction makes system more complex
and slows the process. Merkle scheme has limited number of
possible signatures. Thus the question arises, Can Merkle
theme can solve the problems generated through modern ap-
plications? Thus there exists a doubt to handle integrity of the
bulk data. G. Ateniese, R.C. Burns, R. Curtmola, et al. [16] the
proposed purpose behind Provable Data Possession (PDP)
was to check the servers, validate the integrity of data which
were stored at doubtful servers and find the illegal actions
performed like data modification and deletion. It did not con-
sider the dynamic data auditing and various reasons behind
data corruption like dishonest TPA, non-authenticated users,
etc. It applied public auditing, in which the complete integrity
of data verification, done without providing entire data to au-
ditor with help of sampling strategies and RSA-based homo-
morphic authenticator. It also checked the way the data stored
at the server so that loop holes can be closed before disaster.
Disappointingly, it did not support the commercial data stor-
age industry needs as their mechanism was appropriate only
for auditing the integrity of personal data with various limita-
tions like single user and lone storage servers. Juels and Ka-
liski [17] proposed the system which makes the system capa-
ble to verify the correctness and integrity of data on suspicious
server. The sentinels were added to the original file and in
such a way that sentinels were invisible consequently plays an
important role in checking the data integrity. The sentinels
made up of fake blocks of data added to the file that increases
security of data but also increases the actual size of the data.
The verifier with the values of the sentinels asks the suspicious
server to send the associated values of sentinels associated
with blocks at requested positions. If the values of both sides
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at server as well as client matches then indicates intact integri-
ty of data but if the values changes then data corruption had
taken place. During verification stage, some random blocks
are selected for testing and the corrupted blocks provide the
probability of data loss. The intensity of deception depends on
number of data blocks corrupted, but there exist a serious flaw
in the system which makes it ineffective. Suppose, a data cor-
ruption event had already occurred at the server and the veri-
fier sends the sentinels to server, the sentinels at server side
remained intact accidentally or purposefully, but actually,
data had spoiled, in such a condition, it becomes impossible
for the verifier to validate the real integrity of data. Thus, sen-
tinels add flaw to the effectiveness of the system. Hence, Proof
of Retrievability (POR) cannot be used for public databases,
such as libraries, repositories or collection. Thus its use re-
stricted to confidential data only. In addition, during verifica-
tion verifier sends the position of sentinels to the storage serv-
er, the storage server gets revealed to hidden sentinels. These
known locations of the sentinels must change before the mis-
use done by the server. Hence, reuse of sentinels becomes
risky and useless for the verification which is based entirely on
symmetric-key cryptography proves it less secured as com-
pared to asymmetric-key cryptography. A. Oprea, M. K.
Reiter, and K. Yang [18] proposed method of verifying the
doubtful server by the help of block ciphers. The copy of data
stored at client used for verifying with the data stored at serv-
er. This leads to correct result but increase the cost of data
storage, which leads to wastage of space, power and memory.
The storage of data at both server and client makes data stor-
age at server useless as it violates fundamental intention be-
hind cloud. Hence, impractical due to above provided reasons.
Giuseppe Ateniese, Roberto Di Pietro, Luigi V. Mancini and
Gene Tsudik  [19] proposed technique based on the symmetric
key cryptography, however less secure as compared to the
asymmetric key cryptography even it requires less encryption,
thus unsuitable for third party verification. It supports various
services like data modification, append and deletion but not
considered multi cloud and multi user scenario. Attila A. Ya-
vuz and Peng Ning [20] in BAF: An Efficient Publicly verifia-
ble Secure Audit Logging Scheme for Distributed Databases,
processed   without any online Trusted Third Party (TTP)
support could produce publicly verifiable forward secure and
aggregate signatures with near-zero storage, communication
expenses and computational for the loggers. These scheme
works with symmetric cryptography to offer forward security
in a computationally capable way. Thus, in virtual computing
clouds and protected logging on suspicious platforms it may
lift some controversy. Hovav Shacham and Brent Waters [21]
presented two solutions to check the integrity of the storage.
The first one described with pseudorandom functions and the
second for publicly verifiable proofs in bilinear groups. Con-
sequently, both the solution combines and forms the proof
which depends on homomorphic properties. The disad-
vantage with the pseudorandom functions requires coordina-
tion between locations of block and block number. The biline-
ar groups also bring drawbacks in terms of efficiency due to
complex working and high memory demand. Decio Luiz Gaz-
zoni Filho, Paulo Sergio Licciardi Messeder Barreto [22] pro-

posed the protocol with supported content delivery with secu-
rity and keeps away the intruders from the system. It made
auditing easy and bends according to the condition demand,
but low efficiency hits the performance badly. Thus, a further
exploration especially in elliptic curve cryptography makes it
necessary that boost the techniques chiefly. C. Chris Erway,
Alptekin Kupcu¸ Charalampos Papamanthou, Roberto
Tamassia [23] presented cost-effective and efficient construc-
tions (DPDP) that extends the Provable Data Possession (PDP)
model. It used a new version based on rank information to
organize the dictionaries in which rank refers to machine
learning techniques for learning the model in a ranking task. It
made use of 4-tuple values connected to each skip list node,
therefore form high communication cost scheme which adds
overhead to the data transportation in particular for mul-
ticloud environment.   Yan Zhu, Gail-Joon Ahn, Hongxin Hu,
Stephen S. Yau, et al. [24] presented a technique for dynamic
audit services for suspicious and outsourced storages, it ex-
plained an efficient method for periodic sampling audit to
improve the performance of (Third Party Auditor)TPA’s and
storage service providers. The audit service constructed on the
methods based on fragment structure, random sampling, and
index-hash table providing the provable updates to out-
sourced data and timely abnormality detection. The sampling
audit requires a few blocks of data for auditing which added a
little, constant amount of overhead and reduces computation
and communication costs. However, there exists a drawback
with sampling, if corruption occurred at some blocks at stor-
age server and blocks selected for sampling from data owner
were different then the Auditor provide the result with intact
integrity. Umesh Maheshwari, Radek Vingralek and William
Shapiro [25] presented the problems related to latest genera-
tion approach data storage than old ones and new ways to
secure like chalk and cheese way. It proposed the architecture
and functioning of a database system with reliability, howev-
er, adds little load on trusted storage for storing the hash and
log values. The untrusted programs were unable to read the
database or modify it undetectably due to encrypted database
and validated against a collision-resistant hash kept in honest
storage. The model protects data and metadata evenly
through Trusted Data Base (TDB) that combines encryption
and hashing together. The data placed at storage server with
the help of the checkpoints which made for data backup, if
attacker attacks the system the data could be rolled back up to
checkpoint, however, if  checkpoints got lost or erased due to
some internal or external reason then backup becomes a prob-
lem rather than solution.

3  METHODOLOGY
This section explains the actual working of the system which
includes the important function like tag generation and tech-
niques of auditing like simple auditing, dynamic auditing,
batch auditing with support of multi-cloud as well as multi-
user. The method of Sample auditing had been eliminated
because if assumed some blocks of file, clean, did not indicate
that complete file as undamaged and intact. Hence, the meth-
od of Random block auditing has been added that checks the
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blocks of different files to save time and certify the blocks on-
ly, but not the related file.

a. Basic Considerations:
Before moving to the actual implementation, first consider the
various fundamental aspects of the system.

What should be an optimum block size?
The size of blocks plays a vital role in time consumption and
security of data during uploading and tag generation. Differ-
ent size of blocks were tested and applied for uploading, the
time required as shown in the table 1.1.

Table 1.1

Further, the size of the block could be still increased which
requires less time than required by 100Kb block, but makes
impossible to recognize type of information have been inter-
preted from corrupted block. For small size files, generates
less blocks that produces less verification tag, further, reduces
the probability to detect the corruption of data. The size of
block if decreased at much lower size result in increased time
of hashing and uploading which provides the opportunity for
the hackers to intercept data. Thus, on considering the mean of
merits and drawbacks, 100 Kb size of block helps to achieve
the intended purpose which adds security and reduces time
for hashing and uploading.

b.  Which hashing technique to use?
An algorithm that maps data of arbitrary length to data of a
fixed length is called as Hash functions. It supports accelerate
table lookup and performs important tasks like finding items
in database, detecting duplicated or similar records in a large
file and protects data. Due to its reliability and efficiency, it
was recently used in internet payment system. The Hash ta-
bles store the values generated by Hash functions, this func-
tion supports the security and efficiency of data storage. Fur-
ther, Cryptographic hash functions were studied because their
ideal property suits the demands of data storage. It has di-
verse advantages like verifying the integrity of files, verifying
the password, data identifier and pseudorandom functions.
Through Cryptographic hash function it becomes easy to gen-
erate hash values for any message, hardly possible to generate
a message that has given hash, futile to modify a message
without changing the hash and impossible to find two differ-
ent messages with same hash. However, hash has many appli-
cations; it must be able to withstand all different types of
cryptanalytic attack and properties as follows.
1) In pre-image resistance, hash h should be difficult to find
any message m such that h=hash(m), functions that lack this

property are vulnerable to preimage attacks.
2)  In second pre-image resistance input m1 should be such
that difficult to find another input m2 such that m1  m2 and
hash (m1) =hash (m2), functions that lack this property were
vulnerable to second preimage attacks.
3)  In collision resistance different messages m1 and m2 such
that hash (m1) = hash (m2). Such a pair is called cryptographic
hash collision. This property is sometimes referred to as strong
collision resistance. It requires a hash value at least twice as
long as that required for preimage-resistance; otherwise colli-
sions may be found by a birthday attack.

There are different types of algorithms for hash like
GOST, MD2, MD4, MD5, PANAMA, SHA-0, SHA-1, SHA-3,
TIGER, WHIRLPOOL, etc. Further, a hash should have above
mentioned properties but at the same time efficient that do not
add overhead and threats which helped to select SHA-1 for
hashing. The functioning of hash is as shown in the figure 1.1.

Fig.1.1

Previously during testing MD5 was used, but a successful col-
lision attack compelled to use SHA-1. SHA stands for ‘Secure
Hash Algorithm’. It produces a 160-bit hash value and pro-
duces a message digest  based on principles similar  to the de-
sign of MD4 and MD5 algorithms. The collisions were found
in both MD5 and SHA-0, so inappropriate to be used in the
cryptographic security. A theoretical attack with a complexity
of 261 operations could be possible in SHA-1, but no such actu-
al collisions have yet reported. There was no actual security
problem with the function, as SHA-1 is practically unfeasible
to break. Excellent data consistency check, imparts to best fea-
ture of SHA-1, rather than security, therefore most useful for
checking integrity of data.
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c. How Auditing Works?

The process of Data Auditing for checking data integrity is as
follows:

1) Tag generation:

         Private Key

        Hash Values
  Public Key

         File Versions, Hashes
          Hash Values

          File      Block Id
        Details

           Data Metadata
    User Details

      Encrypted

      Data Block

Fig. 1.2

Tag generation lays the foundation of Third Party Auditor by per-
forming the most critical procedures. Initially, user has to make an
account with its personal information like contact number, email
and birth date with a username and password. During the registra-
tion of the user a public key and private key are generated using
key  generator.   Further,  when  the  user  uploads  a  file  to  storage
server the file is divided into the blocks of constant size and the
hash value of each block is calculated using hashing function as
discussed above. The hash table and verification parameters are
provided to Auditor and Data administrator. The hash table con-
sists of hash value, file version identification number, hash identifi-
cation number and data storage number. The verification parame-
ters  consist  of  blocks  identification  number,  owner  identification
number  and  hash  value.  The  tags  generated  play  a  vital  role  in
generating the values which support the Auditor during the pro-
cess of Integrity checking. (See Fig. 1.2)

2) Simple Auditing: It is the simple and direct process of Audit
check in which directly a file  is  selected.  Before performing audit
check the system must check the existence of file in database. If file
exists, the system retrieves the block identification number and
data owner identification number from the cloud. Hash values are
provided  by  Data  Administrator  and  with  the  help  of  Zero
Knowledge Protocol, both values from Data Owner and Cloud are
compared. The report consists of summary of integrity of data, it
tells  the  user  about  the  number  of  lost  or  corrupted  blocks  with
block number. (See Fig. 1.3)

3) Batch Auditing: In batch auditing, the files are selected in batch
or in group, so that no need to select a file individually. Consider, if
user have uploaded a hundred files and want to check integrity of

files,  then he has to select  every file  and perform integrity check.
Thus, it may become a hectic task. Simply, select a bunch of file and
perform audit  check.  Hence,  eliminates efforts  and saves time to
execute integrity check and the report of Auditor is provided to
user individually so that it becomes comfortable for user to ob-
serve. (See Fig. 1.4)

Integrity Report

       Valid User   Block id, Owner id
          Hash Values

         To TPA

  No

   Supply Required Data

                               Yes

       Request

Response      Request to Cloud  Send Data for
 Integrity Check

     Metadata

Fig. 1.3

4) Dynamic Auditing: In dynamic auditing, the integrity of the files
is checked during uploading, which means the uploading process
and integrity check process are done simultaneously. The aim of
dynamic auditing is to avoid the interpreter from making changes
in data before storing at Cloud by authenticating the user. The var-
ious attacks like forge attacks, replace attacks and replay attacks
could be made futile by the help of feature called Dynamic Audit-
ing. In this, hash of data is calculated; further signature is produced
using private key of user and hash value produced before. From
the auditor side, public key of the user is provided to Integrity
check. The Integrity check process gets the signature timestamp
during uploading; the received values are verified by the auditor.
The timestamp is added to blocks which ensures data has been
received in prescribed time at auditor, after expiry of time data
blocks arrived from data owner are rejected, so that eliminates the
probability from any interceptor from modifying data. If the signa-
ture is  successfully verified then data is  uploaded or if  signature
verification fails then data blocks are discarded, consequently, the
data owner gets the information of integrity failure. (See Fig. 1.5)
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          Integrity Report
        Login

    Block id, Owner
    Id, Hash Values

          To
         TPA

    No

Provide
Data

    Yes   Required

   Data

 Request Provide for
   Check in Database Verification

      Metadata

Fig. 1.4

            Integrity Report

  Authentic User                            Signed blocks
                      To TPA

                              Divide into
    blocks

Check Data owner id   Signed blocks to storage

Signed blocks
To TPA

     Blocks
   metadata

   Hash Values and metadata
Fig. 1.5

5) Multi-User and Multi-Cloud:
This is the special feature which makes the system more useful for
many users and cloud storages. In multi-user, each user is provid-
ed with unique data owner identification number. This number is
used for each and every function like encryption, signature genera-
tion and verification of data owner. Due to this, a number of users
can use the system and can check the integrity of data. The data
owner keeps record of data storage by providing an identification
number to the Cloud storage, which is provided to the Auditor at
the time of integrity check. The block metadata is also provided to
the Cloud storage with user identification number so to have
knowledge of blocks and its owner. Thus, Auditor generates and
sends report to user and provides genuine information about data
integrity. (See Fig. 1.6)

         Check data owner
         Id and  cloud id

Store hash values
And metadata
With timestamp              Encrypted

             blocks

         Store hash
         Values and
         metadata

Fig. 1.6

6) Random Block Auditing: In this, whenever the Auditor is
idle, then the Auditor selects blocks randomly from any files
of any users and performs auditing process. However, pro-
cessing the blocks do not indicate particular files, if blocks are
corrupted then provides information to concern users. It could
test blocks which were never checked by the user. As it selects
random blocks, it can check many files in lesser time. For e.g.
100 blocks of 50 different files can be checked instead of 100
blocks of single file. Thus, effective in working and increases
overall performance of the system. (See Fig. 1.7)
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      Send block number
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         Block  hash values and
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     Performs
   Integrity check

Result

Fig. 1.7

4  RESULT AND IMPLEMENTATION
Time is the important factor for each one of us. The methods
are useless if consumed more time which is beyond tolerance.
Thus, the above method designed in purview to shrink time,
assured security and impartial toward all. The time required
for the single user uploading with tag generation is shown in
the figure 1.8.

Fig. 1.8

Rohit R. Joshi et. al.[26] proposed the metrics for identifying
actual author, similarly for verifying data integrity the factors
such as the computation overhead for the user, the storage
overhead for the server, the computation overhead for the
server and the computation cost for the Auditor are consid-
ered. Additionally, the multi-user and multi-cloud environ-
ment increases the functionality of Auditor. Here, three users
are assumed for the experiment. But, as the number of users
increases the uploading process lags behind. Thus, time re-
quired for tag genaration with uploading in multi-user mode
is explained in the fig 1.9.

Fig. 1.9

The integrity check does not add overhead at both sides at
data owner and storage server, as Auditor does not fectch any
blocks. The fig 1.10 shows the time required for verifying the
integrity for a single user.

Fig. 1.10

During multi-user integrity check, the numbers of user are
directly proportional to the number of blocks. Thus, Auditor
has to check integrity of different blocks simultaneously,
which impose some pressure on the performance as shown in
fig 1.11.

Fig. 1.11
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5  DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
Our  result  suggests  that  the  Third  Party  Auditor  is  efficient.
Auditor makes the user capable to verify the integrity of  data.
Hence, helpful to detect data corruption and notify the con-
cerned user. In previous work, Auditing was carried with over-
head, which increases the cost of communication. Thus, a suc-
cessful attempt is made to remove the overhead by using hash
values. Although, the approach of checking the integrity of data
have been proposed for data storage servers which are applied
on the database but not on Cloud. The communication cost be-
tween client and server is assumed to be constant. Hence, actual
Cloud could be used for storage. Three numbers of users are
considered during the experiment for both uploading and in-
tegrity check. Nevertheless in real time there could be thousand
of the users online on Cloud who perform different operations
simultaneously. The Auditor detects the data corruption, leak-
age or loss, but one subject that remains to be explored is how to
determine the culprit who is actually responsible for the act.
Sometimes, data corruption may occur due to the technical
problems like power failure, hardware or software breakdown,
etc., but Auditor did not recognize the exact reason behind the
corruption and report directly to the user. For future research-
ers, the Auditor should detect the reason behind break in data
integrity and implement on the Cloud. We have implemented
the Auditing service on Java Platform. The experiments were
conducted on a 64-bit, 2.20GHz Intel based core i3, with 2GB
RAM and 2MB cache, running on Windows 8 with the Sun Java
JDK 1.7.

6  CONCLUSION
Although, Data corruption, now have become severe problem
for all users but this may affect the overall reputation and relia-
bilty of storage servers. In this paper, we presented a construc-
tion of dynamic audit services for untrusted and outsourced
storages. We also presented an efficient method for random
audit to enhance the performance of TPAs and storage service
providers. Our experiments showed that our solution has no
overhead, which diminish computation costs.
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